As the three heroes made their way towards the end they grew more restless. Who knew what was behind that door?
AS THE TRIO ENTERED THE ROOM THEIR EYES WERE FILLED WITH TREASURE. BUT THE GUARDIAN STILL STOOD IN THEIR WAY.
Evaluating the Visual

First Slide:
In the first slide I used a variety of colours to paint the scene. Firstly, there is the strange, glowing red symbol above the dungeon door. This represents a warning of a strange danger in what’s to come. Secondly, there are the fiery yellow torches. There are some stationed along the corridor, and above the door at the end, showing hope and leading the three heroes along their journey. The heroes themselves each have a different story and are a lot brighter than their surroundings, because they are the light in a place full of darkness. While Squirtle has a mischievous grin on his face as if he’s enjoying his quest, he still carries his bloody sword to show he means business. On the other hand, the Ninja Turtle is set in the middle staring directly at the dungeon door, this is because he is prepared for what’s behind the door and he is determined to finish their quest. Then Lemongrab (the yellow one) has his dual swords gripped calmly in his grasp, and a third weapon in its sheath strapped to his side. His stance shows that he has a calm and collected, yet still determined character.

Second Slide:
In the second slide the small, dark room lit up by a few torches is filled with gold and treasure. The strange glowing symbol is carried into the room because that is where the danger is. I also positioned The Guardian in the middle of the room to give him a sense of dominance, to make him seem more threatening and show his importance. The chain hanging down from the ceiling is positioned around his neck to make him look more vicious and fierce. The treasure chest situated behind him is opened only a fraction, just enough to let its pure white light seep into the room, to create wonder and longing to the trio. All of the gold and treasure in the room is there to create desire and joy, and as the reward for defeating The Guardian and completing the quest, it does just that. The treasure is spread throughout the room so it catches your eyes and takes them everywhere on the page, while always having The Guardian in your view.